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THE EDUCATION OF WOMEU III FRENCH LITERATURE
OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
I Introduction, Précieuses
One of the most marked influences upon the movement
towards woman's education in France may be found in the great body
of the women known as the "Précieuses". To go back to history*,
we find that it was not until the reign of Francis I that women
took their real place in court and commenced to entertain each
other and to receive the visits of gentlemen. Henry IV s entry
into court life brought with it a number of rough soldiers fresh
from civil wars, accustomed to careless manners and coarse senti-
ments. Then it was that Lime, de Rambouillet, an Italian-French
woman of high ideals, unable any longer to bear the rude sensuality
of the court, remodeled her home, doing away with all secret "tête-
à-tête" corners, and began to receive her friends in her noted
"Blue room" or salon. The clever and cultivated society which
grew up around her "salon" and others like it became known as that
of the précieux. Their avowed purpose was to free the French lan-
guage of its coarseness, to purify French customs and social life,
and to aid in the development of literature. Why is it that this
influence had to come from a foreigner and from a lady of the court?5*
Was the pure life of the convent, where so many girls received their
education, unable to elevate and ennoble French life? Ho, the
convents did not do this, for the simple reason that they did not
thoroughly educate their students, and because, on account of the
*Barthelmy
**Livet, Intro, p. IX.
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£degeneracy of the times, their life had become somewhat worldly.
The abbesses thought more of the fortune than of the intelligence
of the girls. Their lack of discipline led to revolts and in-
trigues among the students. But the most glaring fault was that
they permitted rather coarse and even corrupt ladies of the court
to live in the convents. The presence of these women brought a
woj3<Hy atmosphere which was good neither for the nuns nor for the
young students under their control. Add to this the fact that
girls learned but little in the convents, a bit of sewing, house-
work, some facts about the church and its literature, just enough
to keep them truly ignorant and unable to use their minds in the
problems of real life. L'abbé iVLeury* sums up very clearly the
studies in which girls were supposed to engage, when he says: "Ce
sera, sans doute, un grand paradoxe que les femmes doivent apprendre
autre chose que leur catéchisme, la couture et divers petits ou-
vrages, chanter
,
danser et s'habiller à la mode, faire bien la ré-
vérence; car voila pour l'ordinaire toute leur éducation." He
adds: "Les femmes peuvent se passer de tout le reste des études du
latin et d'autres langues, de 1 ' histoire, des mathématiques , de la
poésie et de toutes les autres curiosités." What little education
was given the girls was almost entirely religious. They were fit-
ted for heaven more than earth. They had a wrong view of the
world and were not prepared to meet its trials in a sane, common
sense manner. As Compayré** says: "Inutile de dire que les etudes
proprement dites y étaient fort negligees, que les exercices de
^ Traité du choix et de la méthode des études referred to in Com-
payré Histoire Critique des doctrines d'éducation
, Vol. I, p. 337-8.
'^Histoire Critique p. 338.

3spiritualité y faisaient tort a l'instruction." ,/e must not judge
by this that all girls and women were uneducated, but we do find
that highly educated women like Lime, de Sevigne', Lime, de la Fayette,
Lime. Dacier, and lime, de Llaintenon were the exception. Some one,
strong, broad-minded woman with high ideals mixed with common sense,
was necessary at this epoch to broaden the outlook of women and to
set them on a higher plane socially and intellectually. Perhaps
one can better understand now, why a woman li^e Lime, de Rambouillet
could so influence society. She was a woman full of common sense
and poise which the frivolities of the times could not alter. If
her splendid ideal of a "salon" degenerated through imitators into
a mere superficial gathering, the fault was not hers.
Let us now discuss the life history of the précieuses
movement as Barthelmy* has divided it, in three parts. tfirst Lime,
de Rambouillet and her salon until its close; second, the "pré-
cieuses ridicules" epoch when the "salon" developed a mere artifi-
cial form of society; and third and lastly the new era under ivjne.
de Maintenon**.
The first era under line, de Rambouillet was one of real
value to French literature and culture. For the first time French
women really began to take an interest in and to learn intellectual
topics. The might of physical force gave way to that of wit.
Conquest by strength of arm was no longer in vogue. The ladies en-
joyed a freedom unheard of in Oriental countries and still quite nev;
in France. The men were forced to seek and win them by the force
and brilliance of words. Uo longer were the women of the day in-
*Les Ami s de la Marquise de Sable
, p. 6, Intro.
**This phase will be discussed later in conjunction with her writings

4feriors to be carried away by physical force and treated like slaves.
Their position had been elevated to an equality with that of men.
Although their education was still inferior, they did all in their
power to develop their intelligence. This movement of the social
emancipation of women, Mme. de Rambouillet began by originating her
"salon". One must remember that this was but the beginning, and
was not at all general in France. The women of the provinces were
and still are to a certain degree rather in subjection. Livet*
gives us a good idea of the results of these "salons": "bous l'in-
fluence d'une femme justement vénérée , la marquise de Rambouillet,
les hommes commencèrent à rechercher la société des femmes; celles-
ci à recevoir dans une égale intimité' les gens de lettres et les
gentilshommes; si bien qu'avant 89 l'esprit avait déjà conquis
sa noblesse."
The women refused any longer to endure the rough
actions and coarse language of the men. They withdrew into a
mantle of lofty ideals, pure customs, and delicate language. The
men, perforce, were obliged to submit.
The result of this molding over, this unifying of the
French language from a mixture of dialects, and purifying it from
its coarseness was incalculable in the world of literature. Such
men as Voiture, Balzac, and l'abbé Cotin were affected directly,
while Molière, Corneille, Racine, and other great writers of the
day were unconsciously affected. In the love scenes** of Molière'
s
Le Misanthrope, Tartuffe, and Les Fâcheux, we find a number of
*Précieux e t Précieuses . Intro, p. 1II-IV
**Hansen, Frauenbildung, p. 10.

5"précieuses" expressions which are not used in ridicule. The in-
fluence on Corneille and Racine lies in the purity of character
conception, especially the chasteness of the women of Racine, and
in the exquisite wording of Corneille. This only serves to show
that woman wae beginning to make herself felt and that to the
grandeur of the times she was adding delicacy of thought and ex-
pression.
Livet's* words seem the most fitting to describe this
first era: "Nous avons montre quelle société se rendait chez la
marquise, nobles et roturiers, tous ^ens de mérite; quel bon gout
sans pedantisme régnait dans les réunions; quelle femme aimable
y présidait; quelles moeurs elle avait amenées; quel langage épuré
elle avait su faire naître et adopter; quelle influence heureuse
enfin elle avait exercée par l'ascendant de ses hautes vertus, d'un
goût exquis, d'un vif amour des plaisirs de l'esprit".
For the second period** when "préciosité" becomes
ridiculous we cannot accuse Lime. de Rambouillet. She generated in
women a greater desire for intellectual matters but in no way did
she seei£ the superficiality and "over niceness" of the later
"salons" or "ruelles" as they came to be called. If her work had
resulted in nothing more than the great impetus given to women
authors we should feel that it had succeeded, for in all the cen-
turies in France before the 17th C, we find only three outstanding
names, Marie de France a writer of "laie" and fables who lived at
the court of the English king Henry II; Christine de Pisan, an
Italian brought to France at the age of five; and Margaret of
*!Livet. Précieux et Précieuses , p. 8ô.
Shortly before and after 1650.

6Navarre, sister of Francis I and a writer of licentious stories.
From the 17th century on we find an increasing number of women
writers
.
There can be no doubt that the degeneration of this
movement caused a great deal of public disapproval, just as did the
sensational riots of the English suffragettes on behalf of equal
suffrage. But still it brought more freedom and power to woman,
which she held after these extreme ideas had died away and she had
become a normal being filled with a commonsense view of things.
Julie d'Angennes, the elder daughtex- of Mme. de Ram-
bouillet, was perhaps the evil genius of this movement. Imitators
sprang up all over the provinces. "Pudeur"* now became "pruderie."
Courtesy became exaggerated into artificial mannerisms. Delicacy
of expression led to wordy, superficial phrases and torturous turns
of thought. Most oi' the conversation was on foolish, trivial
matters and the most admired habituées were the ones who could best
murder the French language with euphuistic niceties. Of course
not every group was entirely artificial. He might divide them
into four classes**: 1st, the very ignorant who read nothing and
could talk but little; 2nd, those who read nothing but were very
witty in answering - esprit des femmes; 3rd, those who read all
the "romans" and "vers" that appeared, who used new words without
seeming to; 4th, those who actually studied and cultivated their
mind until they were as wise as the best authors. The first two
of these classes far outnumbered the other two.
liivet, Intro, p. IV.
**Barthelmy, Intro, p. 36.

7Mlle, de Scudéry was the "best of the last group. Her
bourgeois salon became a harbor for the literary men of the day.
Julie d'Angennes is a very good example of the third type. V.
Cousin* has characterized her very well as she would have appeared
in one of Molière 1 s comedies. "Elle représente particulièrement
le coté précieux de l'hotel de Rambouillet et onencite des traits
qui plus tard auraient fort bien pu trouver leur place dans la bouche
de Belise et de Philaminte** elle exigeait le langage correct et
S S
la pauvre Martine eut ete fort mal venue chez elle."
ûf course among the critics of the times there were
sure to be some to pounce upon this new frivolous movement of the
women. Molière did this in a number of his comedies. Although
he drew down a storm of censure on his head, from the ignorant
aping class, he found in Mme. de Rambouillet an ardent advocate,
for she too saw the faults of the imitators. Livet*** cleariy
explains her position: "Etrangère à ces coteries bourgeoises, à
ces sociétés pédantes qui n'avaient recueilli de son héritage que
des traditions altérées, elle vit avec peine les véritables pré-
cieuses glisser jusqu'au ridicule et s'associa de grand coeur au
châtiment infligé par le gout sévère, le style vigoure ^ de Molière
/ » a étudiées, *
a leurs minauderies affectées, a leurs graces/ a leur fade poffcc—
que, à leurs mesquines ambitions." All the lovers and imitators
of the true " préciosité 1 ' were present at Molière' s comedies and
applauded heartily.
In none of Molière' s plays do we find him attacking
* Y. Cousin, p. 276.
** Molière, Les Femmes Savantes .
*'*Livet, p. 85.

8Mme. de Rambouillet and the worthwhile "précieuses." It is only
the foolish imitators who receive his censure. Cousin"1' has a good
comparison of these two groups which shows just how Molière viewed
the question: "L'appret en (de 1' hotel de Rambouillet) était
banni; on y était à son aise; tout y était mis sous un air de
plaisanterie, et jamais rien ne différa d'avantage que la société
naturelle et agréable de ces premières et illustres Précieuses et
les pedantesques reunions des Précieuses que vinrent après et soul-
evèrent la verve railleuse de Molière." Livet**
,
too, presents
to us Molière's position: "Molière a moins .encore songe à combattre
un ridicule généralement répandu, qu'il n'a voulu exploiter, comme
il le dit lui-même, que la vogue d'un type de convention."
But let us pass from the more general ideas of Molière
to his specific views on education. We shall consider first his
views on the précieuses; second, his ideas on the other extreme
in education, namely the materialistic slavery of women; and lastly
his own ideas on a well-balanced woman and her education.
*Chapter 6, p. 259
** Intro, p. XXXI.

9II Molière
Molière 's ideas on the education of women and their
proper social position are far from radical. In fact, viewed from
present day ideals they are, in some ways, quite narrow. He con-
demns forcibly the conceits and frivolities of the second class of
Précieuses, namely the "Précieuses ridicules". When he has Made Ion
l Les Précieuses Ridicules) talk as follows, there can he doubt that
he is ridiculing the superficiality of this group, whether or not
he exaggerates the absurdity of their views:
"Mais pour moi ce que je considère particulièrment
c'est que par le moyen de ces visites spirituelles on est instruite
de cent choses qu'il faut savoir de nécessité, et qui sont de l'es-
sence d'un bel esprit. On apprend par là chaque jour les petites
nouvelles galantes, les jolis commerces de prose et de vers
C est là ce qui vous fait valoir dans les comp^^nie a et 3i l'on ig-
nore ces choses je ne donnerais pas un clou de tout l'esprit qu'on
peut avoir:' - Scene IX, page 80.
Through Gathos in the same play he carries still fur-
ther his ironical thrusts. "En effet, je trouve que c'est ren-
chérir sur le ridicule qu'une personne se pique d'esprit et ne sache
pas jusqu'au moindre petit quatrain qui se fait chaque jour; et pour
moi, j'aurais toutes les hontes du monde s'il fallait qu'on vint
à me demander si j'aurais vu quelque chose de nouveau que je n'aurais
pas vu." (Précieuses Kidicules, Scene IX, page 81.) In this play
Molière condemns most effectively that class of précieuses''" who are
so ignorant that they cannot even converse intelligently for any
length of time. His disgust for such prudish, uneducated girls
*i3arthelmy, Intro, p. 36.
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is unmistakable, and we do not need uorgibus' words at the last to
condemn the whole system of which they are a product.
"Nous allons servir de fable et de risée à tout le
monde, et voilà ce que vous vous ê*tes attire par vos extravagances.
Allez vous cacher-^ vilaines ; allez vous cacher pour jamais. Eh,
vous oui êtes cause de leur folie, sottes billevesées, pernicieux
amusements des esprits oisifs, romans, vers, chansons, sonnets et
sonnettes, puissiez vous être à tous les diables." (Les Précieuses
Ridicules, page 116.) There can be no doubt that many an irate
parent held similar views when he saw his daughter lose a worthwhile
suitor on account of the superficiality of her views gained from
the ridiculous précieuses.
Nor does Molière picture for us in Armand, Belise and
Philaminte (Les Femmes Savantes), who are the more highly educated
if not really more intelligent précieuses, any greater respect for
this type of womanhood. He finds their astronomy, their physics,
and their philosophy all very superficial and futile in his great
scheme for a normal, well-balanced world. What could be more in-
ane than Armandes' jealous, prudish advice to her sister.
"Loin d'etre aux lois d'un homme en esclave asservie
Mariez-vous, ma soeur, à la philosophie,
Qui nous monte audessus de tout le genre humain
Et donne à la raison l'empire souverain
Soumettant à ses lois la partie animale
Dont l'appétit grossier aux bêtes nous ravale.
Ce sont la les beaux feux, les doux attachements
.Oui doivent de la vie occuper les moments,
Et les soins où je vois tout de femmes sensibles," etc.
(gemmes Savantes,, Act I, Scene i, page 62.)
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vie cannot fail to see that there is some truth in the idea that
philosophy is a solace; but Armande's failure to apply her own
theory is the thing that makes her so ridiculous. With her very
superficial knowledge of philosophy she is unable to find solace
for the loss of her lover, Clitandre, and we find the jealousy of
her sister animating her to low misrepresentations to her mother.
We find another touch of Molière 1 s irony in another speech of
Armande
:
"Nous approfondirons ainsi que la physique
Grammaire, histoire, vers, morale et politique."
( Les Femmes Savantes , Act III, Scene II, page 137.
One should remember of course that Llolière has exag-
gerated these people in his characters by showing more clearly their
defects. But for the most part we can accept them as fairly ac-
curate portraits of the real "précieuses ridicules". The countess
in the Comtesse d'Escarbagnas is a fairly exact representative of
the provincial précieuses with her enormous self-esteem and her ig-
norance of the ideals of the true précieuses. Molière' s deepest
thrust at their self-sufficiency comes in this speech of Armande,
however :
"JNous serons, par nos lois les juges des ouvrages;
Par nos lois, prose et vers, tout nous sera soumis,
Uul n'aura de l'esprit hors nous et nos amis.
Uous chercherons partout a trouver a redire
Et ne verrons que nous qui sachent bien écrire."
( Fe ranie b Savant e
s
, Act III, Scene II, p. 139.)
There can be no doubt that this belief was held by a great number
of the foolish women of the d ay.
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For Molière, however, (as we shall see later) there
was far different work than this for women. He felt that the value
of such learned pastimes was ill-suited to their ability and to
their real duty. He proves the perfect futility of all the test
arguments of the précieuses, not in the expression of them, but in
the application. If préciosité had made this family happy, as
Molière felt good commonsense would have done, then we should have
had a real argument for a "précieuse education" for all girls.
In Molière' s mind anything that disturbed the serenity of family
or social life, whether it be avarice, hypocrisy, pessimism, or
préciosité, was evil and should be avoided. He felt this very
strongly in regard to the latter, for he realized that the woman as
the real inspiration of the home and in fact all of society should
have such an education as would best suit her in the fulfilling of
her duties. His theory could never be in complete harmony with
Belise's idea that -
"Le corps avec l'esprit fait figure mon frère;
Mais si vous en croyez tout le monde savant,
L'esprit doit sur le corps prendre le pas devant,
iilt notre plus grand, soin, notre première instance
Doit être à le nourrir du suc de la science."
( Femmes Savantes , Act II, Scene VII, p. 103.)
If we might read between the lines, changing a word here and there
so as to make the physical and mental more equal, we should have a
better idea of Molière' s real conception of a worth-while person-
ality.
In Trissotin's very poor verses, in his quarrel with
Vadius, and in Philaminte's long-winded account of an academy for
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women, we laugh again with Molière at the very inanity of all their
ideals :
Philaminte -
"Mais nous voulons montrer à de certains esprits
Dont l'orgueilleux savoir nous traite avec mépris
Que de science aussi les femmes sont meublées^
Qu'on peut faire, comme eux, de doctes assemblées
Conduits en cela par des ordres meilleurs," etc.
jj'emme s Savant e s
,
Act III, Scene II, p. 134.
The other extreme in education of having girls too
ignorant and too enslaved to household affairs, Molière condemns
as much as préciosité. His whole play L'Ecole des femmes is an
example. In this almost tragic play, where Arnolphe finds that
his life-long theory on the education of girls is really vain, we
have the true results of innocent ignorance displayed. i.iOlière
proves the falsity of Arnolphe' s ideals by having Agnès through
her very ignorance and innocence fall in love with a younger man.
Arnolphe had hoped to arrange for himself a marriage with this ig-
norant girl, which would not be attended by the evils of the ueual
marriages of his day.
"Epouser une sotte est pour n'être point sot.
Je crois, en bon chrétien, votre moitié fort sage;
Mais une femme habile est un mauvais presage;
Et je sais ce qu'il c%ute à de certaines gens
-
i?our avoir pris les leurs avec trop de talens:
Moi, j'irois me charger d'une spirituelle
Qui ne parleroit rien que cercle et que ruelle,
Qui de prose et de vers feroit de doux écrits,
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Tandis que, sous le nom du mari de Madame,
Je serois comme un saint que pas un ne reclame?
Uon, non, je ne veux point d'un esprit qui soit haut;
Et femme qui compose en sait plus qu'il ne faut.
Je pretends que la mienne en clartés peu sublime
Même ne sache pas ce que c'est qu'une rime;
Et s'il faut qu'avec elle on «joue au corbillon
Et qu'on vienne à lui dire à son tour; "Qu'y met on?"
Je veux qu'elle reponde: "Une tarte à la crème."
En un mot, qu'elle soit d'une ignorance extrême
Et c'est assez pour elle, à vous en bien parler,
De savoir prier Dieu, m' aimer, coudre et filer."
L'Ecole des Femmes
,
Act I, Scene I, p. 165.
It can be seen from this passage that Molière was clever enough to
attack both extremes in education in one breath; Arnolphe's ideals
are so entirely ridiculous and his results are so far from satis-
factory, that we cannot doubt Molière' s irony. If he had been
inspired with real love for the girl and had not wanted to make her
entirely dependent on him, he might have won her in the end. But
we doubt the affection of a man who talks in this manner:
"En femme, comme en tout, je veux suivre ma mode,
Je me vois riche assez pour pouvoir, que je croi
Choisir une moitié qui tienne tout de moi,
Et de qui la soumise et pleine dépendance
ll'ait a me reprocher aucun bien ni naissance.
Un air doux et posé parmi d'autres enfans,
M'inspire de l'amour pour elle dès quatre ans.
Sa mère se trouvant de pauvreté' pressée,
V
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De la lui demander il me vint la pensée
;
Et la bonne paysanne, apprenant mon désir,
A s'oter cette charge eut beaucoup de plaisir.
Dans un petit couvent, loin de toute pratique,
Je la fis élever selon ma politique,
C'est-à-dire ordonnant quels soins on emploîrait
Pour la rendre idiote autant qu'il se pourrait.
Dieu merci, le succès a suivi mon attente;
Et grande, je l'ai vue à tel point innocente,
3ue j'ai beni le Ciel d'avoir trouve mon fait
Pour me faire une femme au gre' de mon souhait,
Je l'ai donc retiree; et comme ma demeure
A cent sortes de monde est ouverte à toute heure,
Je l'ai mise à l'écart, comme il faut tout prévoir.
Dans cette autre maison où nul ne me vient, voir
Et pour ne point gâter sa bonté naturelle
Je n'y tiens que des gens tout aussi simples qu'elle."
L'Ecole des Femmes
, Act I, Scene I, p. 168.
,/e doubt it even more in his extremely long conversa-
tion with Agnès, where he gives her the maxims for a married woman,
as he conceives them. An extract from this speech will serve to
show his narrow-mindedness and his belief in the superiority of man
over woman:
"Le mariage, Agnès, n'est pas un badinage:
A d'austères devoirs le rang de femme engage,
Et vous n'y montez pas, à ce que je prétends,
Pour être libertine et prendre du bon temps,
/otre sexe n'est là que pour la dépendance.
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Bien qu'on soit deux moitiés de la socie'té
Ces deux moitiés pourtant n'ont point d 'égalité'.
.L'une est moitié suprême et l'autre subalterne;
L'une en tout est soumise à l'autre qui gouverne
Et ce que le soldat, dans son devoir instruit,
Montre d' obéissance au chef qui le conduit,
Le valet à son maître, un enfant à son père,
A son supérieur le moindre petit Frère,
N'approche point encore de la docilité'
Et de l'obéissance et de l'humilité'
Et du profond respect où la femme doit être," etc.
L'Ecole des Femmes , Act III, Scene II, p. £13, line
695.
If Molière did indeed see the injustice of this double
standard, then he has surpassed some of the men of our own age.
There can be no doubt that such extremely narrow views as those
which Arnolphe pictures would be ridiculous to reasonable thinkers
of today; but whether or not they were so to the people of Mol-
ière' s time is doubtful. Perhaps we might call this the beginning
of woman suffrage, for Molière has made Arnolphe so ridiculous that
the people of his day could hardly fail to see the foolishness of
their views.
That Molière did not believe that man alone was capable
of running the world can be seen from the ironical twists he puts
in this speech of Arnolphe 's:
"Je ne puis faire mieux que d'en faire ma femme,
Ainsi que je voudrai, je tournerai cette âme,
Gomme un morceau de cire entre mes mains elle est
Et je lui puis donner la forme qui me plaît.
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De ces sortes d'erreurs le remède est facile
Toute personne simple aux leçons est docile
;
Et si du bon chemin on l'a fait écarter,
Deux mots incontinent l'y peuvent rejeter.
Mais une femme habile est bien une autre bete
;
Ilotre sort ne depend que de sa seule tete
;
rien
De ce qu'elle s'y met /ne la fait gauchir,
Et nos renseignments ne font là que blanchir;
Son bel esprit lui sert à railler nos maximes
A se faire souvent des vertus de ses crimes,
Et trouver, pour venir, à ses coupables fins
Des détours à duper l'adresse des plus fins.
four se parer du coup en vain on se fatigue
;
Une femme d'esprit est un diable en intrigue:" etc.
L'Ecole des Femmes, Act III, Scene ill, p. 219.
Just because there were some foolish married women
in society, whose desire for wit and cleverness led them astray,
one could never proffer the view that all women should be kept
ignorant in order to subject them better to the will of man.
Holiere proves the futility of these views by having Agnès betray
Arnolphe thru her very ignorance. In his almost tragic cry at the
last, he realizes the failure of all his plans.
"En sage philosophe on m'a vu vingt aînées
Contempler des maris les tristes destinées,
Et m' instruire avec soin de tous les accidents
Qui font dans le malheur tomber les plus prudents.
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Pour ce noble dessein, j'ai cru mettre en pratique
Tout ce que peut trouver l'humaine politique."
L' .Ecole des gemmes
.
Act IV, Scene VII, p. 244.
Ilot only does Molière ridicule this extreme idea in
Arnolphe, but in Chrysale ( Les gemmes Savantes ) and in Sganarelle
( L'Ecole des Maris j . All three of these men feel that a woman
should be made a complete slave to household affairs without
thinking of or considering the affairs of a man made world.
Jj'or the intellectual studies of his sister, wife, and
eldest daughter, Chrysale had the greatest disdain, and although
considering the foolish character of their ideas, we agree to some
extent with his disgust, we cannot admire his extremely materialis-
tic views.
"Vos livres éternels ne me contentent pas ;
Et, hors un gros Plutarque à mettre mes rabats.
Vous devriez brûler tout ce meuble inutile
Et laisser la science aux docteurs de la ville;
Li' oter, pour faire bien, du grenier de céans
Cette longue lunette à faire peur aux gens,
Et cent brimborions dont l'aspect importune;
Me point aller chercher ce qu'on fait dans la lune,
Et vous mêler un peu de ce qu'on fait chez vous,
Où nous voyons aller tout sens dessus dessous,
il n'est pas bien honnête, et pour beaucoup de causes,
Qu'une femme étudie et sache tant de choses,
former aux bonnes moeurs l'esprit de ses enfants,*
Faire aller son menage, avoir l'oeil sur ses gens,*
*See note bottom of next page.
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Et régler la dépense avec économie,*
Doit être son etude et sa philosophie.*
Hos pères sur ce point, étaient gens bien senses
Qui disaient qu'une femme en sait toujours assez,
3uand la capacité de son esprit se hausse
A conno'ître un pourpoint d'avec un haut -de -chausse
,
Les leurs ne lisaient point mais elles vivaient bien.
Leurs ménages étaient tout leur docte entretien
Et leurs livres, un de\ du fil et des aiguilles
Dont elles travaillaient au trousseau de leurs filles.
\ de
Les femmes d'à present sont bien loin/ces moeurs,
Elles veulent écrire et devenir auteurs.
Huile science n'est pour elles trop profonde,
Et céans beaucoup plus qu'en aucun lieu du monde
Les secrets les plus hauts s'y laissent concevoir,
Et l'on sait tout chez moi, hors ce qu'il faut savoir;
On y sait comme vont lune, étoile polaire
Venus, Saturne et Mars dont je n'ai point affaire,
Et, dans ce vain savoir, qu'on va chercher si loin,
On ne sait comme va mon pot dont j'ai besoin.
Mes gens à la science aspirent pour vous plaire
Et tous ne font rien moins que ce qu'ils ont à faire,
Raisonner est l'emploi de toute ma maison,
JSt le raisonnement en bannit la raison
i
L'un me brûle mon rot en lisant quelque histoire
L'autre reve à des vers quand je demande a boire;
Enfin je vois par eux votre example suivi,
*With these four lines compare j'enelons ' ideas; see below. P. 31.
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Et j'ai des serviteurs et ne suis point servi."
Les gemmes Savantes . Act il, Scene VII, p. 106.
,7e can have no hesitancy in declaring that Molière con
demned this "household" enslavement of women quite as much as the
extremely artificial literary pursuits practiced "by some of them.
He loves to condemn both of these faults at one and the same time,
as in this speech of Arnolphe:
"Heroines du temps, Mesdames les savantes,
Pousseuses de tendresse et de beaux sentimens,
Je défie à la fois tous vos vers, vos romans,
'/os lettres, billets doux, toute votre science
De valoir cette honnête et pudique ignorance."
L'Ecole des géminés , Act I, Scene III, p. 179.
In some cases Molière has pointed hie shafts so
straight at the target that we are delighted, and applaud his suc-
cess even when it is materialistic, old Chrysale who speaks :
"Je vis de bonne soupe et non de beau langage.
Vaugelas n'apprend point à bien faire un potage;
Et Malherbe et Balzac, si savants en beaux mots.
En cuisine peut-être auraient ete des sots.
Les Femmes Savantes , Act II, Scene VII, p. 102.
Here we have a very open direct attack on the précieuses whom
Molière condemned so vigorously, and a more subtile attack on the
materialists' views with which he had a bit more sympathy.
Molière presents to us through Chrysale, more than
any other of his characters, the real fundamental faults of the
précieuses, namely that their theories were not practiced and were
of small value in life:

El
"J'aime fort le repos, la paix, et la douceur
Bt ma femme est terrible avec que son humeur
Du nom de philosophe elle fait grand mystère;
Hais elle n'en est pas pour cela moins colère;
Et sa morale, faite à mépriser le bien,
Sur l'aigreur de sa bile opère comme rien."
Les Femmes Savantes
,
Act II, Scene IX, p. 114.
Chrysale seems less violent in comparison with old
Sganarelle in L'Ecole des I.Iaris , who actually puts his theories
into practice like Arnolphe in L'Ecole des Femmes ; this time, how-
ever, it is the girl who outwits him with her cleverness induced by
his harsh treatment. She herself doubts the worth of her plan
but excuses herself thus:
"Je fais pour une fille, un projet bien hardi;
Liais l'injuste rigueur dont envers moi l'on use
Dans tout esprit bien fait me servira d'excuse."
L'Ecole des Maris
. Act II, Scene I, p. 384.
Here we have her guardian's ideals put into very
forceful language as he talus to his brother.
"Vous souffrez que la votre aille leste et pimpante.
Je le veux bien; qu'elle ait et laquais et suivante
J'y consens; qu'elle coure, aime l'oisiveté
Et soit des damoiseaux flairée en liberté
J'en suis fort satisfait; mais j'entends que la mienne
Vive à ma fantaisie, et non pas à la sienne;
Que d'une serge honnête elle ait son vêtement.
Et ne porte le noir qu'aux bons jours seulement;
Elle s'applique toute aux choses du menage,
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A recoudre mon linge aux heures de loisir,
Ou bien à tricoter quelques bas par plaisir;
Ou 1 aux discours des muguets elle ferme l'oreille,
Et ne sorte jamais sans avoir qui la veille.
Enfin la chair est faible, et j'entends tous les bruits:
Je ne veux point porter de cornes, si je puis;
Et comme a m 1 épouser sa fortune l'apelle,
Je pretends, corps pour corps, pouvoir repondre d'elle."
L'Ecole des Maris . Act I, Scene II, p. 364.
This old man is completely deceived by Isabelle's de-
ceit and he loves to show his brother how superior Isabelle is to
his ward, Leonor.
"Que sa confusion para'ît sur son visage!
Il ne s'attendait pas, sans doute, à ce message.
Appelons Isabelle; elle montre le fruit
Que l'éducation dans une âme produit.
La vertu fait ses soins, et son coeur s'y consomme
Jusques à s'offenser des seuls regards d'un homme."
L'Ecole des Maris , Act II, Scene II, p. 390.
He talks this way throughout the play, and seizes
every opportunity to find flaws in his brother's system. After
Isabelle has very cleverly induced him not to open the letter which
she is supposedly returning to her lover, he falls in completely
with her subterfuge and says:
"Certes, elle a raison lorsqu'elle parle ainsi:
Va, ta vertu me charme et ta prudence aussi
Je vois que mes leçons ont germi dans ton âme;
Et tu te montres digne enfin d'etre ma femme."
L'Ecole des Maris, Act II, Scene III, p. 393.
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How droll he is when he expresses the following opinion:
"Ma foi, les filles sont ce que l'on les fait 'être."
L'Ecole des Maris , Act II, Scene IV, p. 394.
They are, of course, usually just the opposite of whatever one may
try to force them to he. His simplicity in believing that Isabelle
is just what he would have her is amusing.
"Est-il une personne et plus sage et meilleure?
Ahl que je suis heureux! et que j'ai de plaisir
De trouver une femme au gre de mon de'sir!
Oui, voila comme il faut que les femmes soient faites,
Et non comme j'en sais de ces franches coquettes
Qui s'en laissent conter et font dans tout Paris
Montrer au bout du doigt leurs honnêtes maris."
L'Ecole des Maris
, Act II, Scene VII, p. 405.
Just what did the girls think of all this materialistic
education which left them ignorant to the real beauties of life?
Agnès in L'Ecole des gemmes , when finally aroused to her great ig-
norance, naturally feels no love for her guardian.
"Vous avez la dedans bien opère vraiment,
Et m'avez fait en tout instruire joliment!
Croit-on que je me flatte, et qu'enfin dans ma tete.
Je ne juge pas bien que je suis une bête?
Moi-même, j'en ai honte, et dans l'âge ou je suis,
Je ne veux plus pase^r pour sotte, si je puis."
L'Ecole- des femmes
,
Act V, Scene IV, p. 264.
Henriette in "Les femmes Savantes " appears to be very
nearly ideal, according to Molière. She hae no sympathy whatso-
ever with the tastes of her mother, aunt, and sister. She is far
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from being a fool; but her disdain for artificiality leads her to
make this declaration:
"Les doctes entretiens ne sont point mon affaire;
J'aime a. vivre aisément; et, dans tout ce qu'on dit,
Il faut se trop peiner pour avoir de l'esprit;
C'est une ambition que je n'ai point en tête.
Je me trouve fort bien, ma mère, d'être bete
;
Et j'aime mieux n'avoir que de communs propos
Que de me tourmenter pour dire de beaux mots."
Les femmes Savantes . Act III, Scene IV, p. 153.
Every broad minded person in every play attacks these
extremes, précieuses and materialists, wherever they find them.
Ariste in Leg ffemmes Savant eb ridicules his brother for his lack
of will power in allowing his daughter's marriage to be arranged
by his "précieuse" wife.
"Vous laisserez sans honte immoler votre fille
Aux folles visions qui tiennent la famille
Et de tout votre bien revêtir un nigaud
Pour six mots de latin qu'il leur fait sonner haut?"
Les gemmes Savantes , Act II, Scene IX, p. 115.
Clitandre in the same play frankly confesses his disdain
for superficiality, and evidently presents to us Molière' s own ideals
"Je m'explique, Madame, et je hais seulement
La science et l'esprit qui gâtent les personnes.
Ce sont choses de soi qui sont belles et bonnes;
Mais j'aimerais mieux être au rang des ignorants
Que de me voir savant comme certaines gens."
Les gemmes Savantes , Act IV, Scene III, p. 16 6.
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In L'Ecole des Maris all the sensible people realize
the futility of constant supervision and guarding of women.
Ergaste . "Apprenez pour avoir votre esprit raffermi
Q'une femme qu'on garde est gagnée a demi,
Et que les noirs chagrins des maris ou des pères
Ont toujours du galant avance les affaires."
Act I, Scene IV, p. 381.
Ariste
.
"Leur sexe aime à jouir d'un peu de liberté';
On le retient fort mal partant d'austerite;
Et les soins défiants, les verrous et les grilles
des
LTe font pas la vertu des femmes ni /filles;
C'est l'honneur qui les doit tenir dans le devoir
Hon la sévérité que nous leur faisons voir."
L'Ecole des Maris , Act I, Scene II, p. 369.
Lisette . "Sommes-nous chez les Turcs pour renfermer les femmes?
••••••• •
^
Notre honneur est, monsieur, bien sujet a faiblesse,
S'il faut qu'il ait besoin qu'on le garde sans cesse.
Pensez-vous, après tout que ces precautions
Servent de quelque obstacle à nos intentions
Et quand nous nous mettons quelque chose à la tete,
Que l'homme le plus fin ne soit pas une bete?
Toutes ces gardes-là sont visions de fous;
Le plus sur est, ma foi, de se fier en nous »
Qui nous gehe se met en un peril extreme,
Et toujours notre honneur veut se garder lui-même.
C'est nous inspirer presque un desire dépêcher.
Que montrer tant de soins de nous en empêcher,
Et si par un mari je me voyais contrainte,
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J'aurais fort grande pente à" confirmer sa crainte."
Act I, Scene IX, p. 568.
It is evident, then, that Molière condemned the prac-
tice of such strict supervision. His condemnation was not directed
against an imaginary condition of things; for instance, the idea
of having girls so carefully watched was an important element in
the method of Lime, de Llaintenon in her school at St. Gyr.
In L'Ecole des femmes
,
Arnolphe finds many opponents
to his views. Chrysalde argued with him continually.
"Mais comment voulez-vous, après tout, qu'une bete
Puisse jamais savoir ce que c'est qu'être honnête?
Outre qu'il est assez ennuyeux que Je croi
D'avoir toute sa vie une btTte avec soi,
Pensez-vous le bien prendre, et que sur votre idee
La sûreté d'un front puisse 'être bien fondée?
Une femme d'esprit peut trahir son devoir
Mais il faut pour le moins qu'elle ose le vouloir.
xit la stupide au sien peut manquer d'ordinaire
Sane en avoir l'envie et sans penser le faire."
L'Ecole des ffemmes , Act I, Scene I, p. 166-167.
In a later speech of his he makes an even deeper
thrust
.
"Pensez-vous qu'à choisir de deux choses prescrites
Je n'aimasse pas mieux ê*tre ce que vous dites
^ue de me voir mari de ces femmes de bien,
Dont la mauvaise humeur fait un procès sur rien
Ces dragons de vertu, ces honnêtes diablesses
Se retranchent toujours sur leurs sages prouesses

Qui, pour un petit tort qu'elles ne nous font pas
Prennent droit de traiter les gens de haut en bas
Et veulent sur le pied de nous ê"tre fidèles
Que nous soyons tenus a tout endurer d'elles."
L'Ecole des gemmes
,
Act IV, Scene VIII, p. 248
Horace lin the same playj innocently denounces the
old man to his face, not knowing that this is Agnes' guardian.
"Un jeune objet qui loge en ce logis.
Dont vous voyez d'ici que les murs sont rougis;
Simple, à la vérité^, par l'erreur sans seconde
D'un homme qui la cache au commerce du monde
Liais qui dans l'ignorance où l'on veut l'asservir
i'ait briller des attraits capables de ravir»
Un air tout engageant, je ne sais quoi de tendre
Dont il n'est point de coeur qui se puisse défendre
L'Ecole des femmes
.
Act I, Scene IV, p. 184.
tfrom this speech it can be seen that Agnès is an at
tractive, normal girl in all except her education. Horace sees
in her lack of education a truly great evil.
"Avez -vous jamais vu d'expressioi plus douce?
Maigre les soins maudits d'un injuste pouvoir
Un plus beau naturel peut -il se faire voir?
Et n'est-ce pas sans doute un crime punissable
De gâter méchamment ce fonds d'âme admirable
D'avoir dans l'ignorance et la stupidité
;oulu de cet esprit étouffer la clarté?
L'amour a commence d'en déchirer le voile."
L'Ecole des ij'emmes , Act III, Scene IV, p. 227.
Hut after all none of these characters was a real
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social reformer. They made no real effort to place woman on an
equal with man in the business world. Always, a girl was expected
to obey implicitly, but if things were too repulsive she had recourse
to the convent. Henriette in Les Femmes bavantes had already view-
ed it as a future asylum.
"Je vais tout essayer pour nos voeux les plus doux;
s
Et si tous mes efforts ne me donnent a vous,
Il est une retraite où notre ame se donne
Qui m'empêchera d'e*tre à toute autre personne."
Les femmes Savantes , Act IV, Scene 7, p. 181.
But even if we find no advanced defenders of woman's
rights among the inhabitants of Molière' s "make-believe-world", we
do discover several clear-headed thinkers who were far in advance
of the false "précieux" or of the extreme materialists,
Olitandre in "Les Femmes Savantes" and Ariste in
"L'Ecole des Llaris" are the real exponents of LIolière's ideals.
They are men of common sense who see life clearly. We need do no
more than let them speak for themselves, for they express so clear-
ly all of the great dramatist's thoughts on this subject.
the
Ariste (telling his brother his views on/education of girls).
"Soit: mais je tiens sans cesse
Qu'il nous faut en riant instruire la jeunesse
fieprendre ses défauts avec grande douceur,
Et du nom de vertu ne lui point faire peur.
Mes soins pour Leonor ont suivi ces maximes;
Les moindres liberté^ je n'ai point fait des crimes.
A ses jeunes désirs j'ai toujours consenti
Et je ne m'en suis point, grace au ciel, repenti.
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J'ai souffert qu'elle ait vu les "belles compagines
Les divertissements, les bals, les comédies;
Ce sont choses pour moi que je tiens de tout temps
Eort propres à former l'esprit des jeunes gens;
Et l'école du monde, en l'air dont il faut vivre,
Instruit mieux, a mon gre, que ne fait aucun livre.
Elle aime a dépenser en habits, linge et noeuds.
Que voulez-vous? Je tâche a contenter ses voeux
Et ce sont des plaisirs qu'on peut dans nos familles
Lorsque l'on a du bien, permettre aux jeunes filles."
L'Ecole des Maris
, Act I, Scene II, p. 369.
Again he says :
"Je ne suivrai jamais ces maximes sévères
Que font que les enfants comptent les jours des pères."
L'Ecole des Maris . Act I, Scene II, p. 371.
ulitandre is Molière 's real spokesman. These words
are familiar to every reader of Molière.
"Et les femmes docteurs ne sont point de mon gout.
Je consens qu'une femme ait des clartés de tout,
Mais je ne lui veux point la passion choquante
Le se rendre savante afin d'être savante;
Et j'aime que souvent, aux questions qu'on fait,
Elle sache ignorer les choses qu'elle sait:
Le son étude enfin je veux qu'elle se cache;
Et qu'elle ait du savoir sans vouloir qu'on le sache.
Sans citer les auteurs, sans dire de grands mots,
Et clouer de l'esprit à ses moindres propos."
Les Femm es Savant e s , Act I, ccene III, p. 72.
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Through Henriette Molière gives us his idea of marriage
in a common-sense conception. And this rounds out his ideal of a
well educated girl.
"Les suites de ce mot "(mariage)" quand je les envisage,
Me font voir un mari, des enfants, un menage;
Et je ne vois rien là, si j'en puis raiseormer,
^ui blesse la pensée et fasse frisaoner."
Les femmes Savantes
,
Act I, Scene I, p. 61.
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III Fenelon
Molière' 9 real ideals, although a bit narrowed down,
find fuller expression in the writings of ^'enelon, a Catholic priest
His "Trait® sur l'éducation des filles"* is an excellent treatise
on education and one well worthy of consideration even today. in
it he discusses not only the education of girls but indirectly of
boys, intermingling his ideas on social and moral questions.
He begins his article with some excellent reasons why
women should be educated. He sees in the home the real foundation
of society. If it is poorly managed and the children, especially
the boys, are untrained in moral and mental principles, the results
will be of incalculable damage to the world. Consequently, he be-
lieves that mothers should be educated to train their children and
that the child's education should be begun in infancy. He parti-
cularly stresses the advisibility of a home education, if the mother
is competent, because he feels that the convent education unfits a
girl for the normal, healthy life of the world; it instills ideas
in her which are never found in the world, and its seclusion mates
her over-refined and unsympathetic towards the wholesome duties of
life. If the mother were incapable of training her children and a
governess were necessary, Jj'enelon felt that the greatest care should
be exercised in the choice of a capable woman without frivolous
ideas, because children learn a great deal by imitation, and if
their instructors were not perfectly balanced mentally and physical-
ly, the child's habits and ideals would be bad. One can well see
the value of his idea for home training, because as he says, "Elle
'Written for Duchess de Beauvilliers as a guide in the education
of her children.
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sort du couvent comme une personne qu' on aurait nourrie dans les
ténèbres d'une profonde caverne et qu'on ferait passer tout a coup
au grand jour." And as to the necessity of trained supervision
there can he no doubt, for the early training of a child remains
in his memory longer than his later work, and also profoundly in-
fluences his future life.
The greatest value of tnis work, however, lies in its
detailed admonitions and hints to teachers and parents. The basic
point and the one upon which the author is most insistent, is in-
direct instruction or teaching by example. . Let children learn by
one's actions and one's conversation with others just what is good
and bad. î/hen quite young they should be led to love good and
shun evil. But since nothing is perfect, the teacher should induce
in his pupils an admiration for the things of life which are least
imperfect. Since everyone has faults, the teacher should not try
to gloss his over but should talk of them freely to the child and
use them as examples. Especially should the teacher exercise great
care in inspiring love in his pupils, not hate. He should be very
careful not to overdo his affection and flatter the children, es-
pecially girls, too much; because children are soon led to have too
exalted an opinion of themselves. Friends who make too much over
children should not be allowed to see them. This also is true
particularly of girls, for they are highly excitable and passionate
by nature. Everything possible should be done to curb this ten-
dency. They should be taught not to form hasty judgments, aver-
sions, or affections, for which there are no sound reasons. Their
questions should be answered as simply as possible and a great numbe
of facts should be impressed upon their memory since they do not
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know how to reason. At the same time they should be led gently
into habits of reasoning.
Another noteworthy point in these methods is the need
for having study pleasing to a child, more like a game. All pleas-
ure should not be confined to games and all boredom to study, for
it makes children and especially girls hate to work. Laxe the
child see the value of what is being taught him and he will get more
real pleasure from it. .Veil printed, illustrated books, and more
freedom of the body while studying are aids to producing pleasant
study. A girl who is bored or depressed by her teachers or her
mother is more liable to run away and to commit unusual acts. Above
all, however, the teacher should try to train the character of the
girls, making them simple and sweet, sober not passionate or led to
excess. She should make the lazy feel their faults and should in-
spire the timid to greater confidence in themselves by showing them
that others are equally timid.
Fenelon feels, also, that there should be a segregation
of boys and girls and that their training should be entirely differ-
ent. All doubtful characters, whether men, women, or children,
should be barred from the home. And never, at any time, should im-
proper games be played.
As to punishment, Fenelon might well be one of our
representative educational writers today. He insists that children
should never be menaced, but if punishment is threatened it should
never be delayed or left undone. If faults are corrected, it
should never be done in public unless as a last resort and never
should they be corrected without showing the child a means of better-
ment. Especially should the teacher be sure to make the child feel
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that the punishment is just. <ttienever possible, there should be a
third party to whom the child may unburden his heart. flever should
children be led to do things through the promise of rewards, such as
clothes or finery.
As to the methods for teaching subject matter, ite'nelon
has little to offer. He does suggest, however, that history be
taught in the form of short stories told by the teacher, but never
so many as to be tiresome. Fables, but never pagan fables which
are bad for girls, should be taught in the same way. He particu-
larly emphasizes the use of more religious stories. In telling
these stories be careful to have the characters taught, and if pos-
sible have the children re -tell them to someone they love. But
never force them to remember them. Teaching by pictures is also
advised.
As to what should be taught we find a very limited,
list: religion, home duties, writing, some grammar, some arithme-
tic, some law, history, but no poetry or foreign languages, except
perhaps Latin. The first named, religion, is of the greatest im-
portance in Fenelon's mind, for he occupies four chapters discussing
it. He describes at length the method of picturing God, who must
be painted as a great human being. Such abstract ideas as the
soul, which should be esteemed while the body is despised, the re-
surrection of the body, and others should be taught according to a
cleverly worked out plan. Girls should be given "L'Evangile", the
Decalogue
,
and the Catechism to read and should be carefully in-
structed in the Sacrement
,
prayer, and the ceremonies of the Catho-
lic church. They should be guarded against Calvinism, which, ac-
cording to Fenelon, is very pernicious. They should be inspired
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with a love for the church and for the holy state of matrimony.
After religion, i?enelon feels that instruction in home
duties should hold an important place. .These duties should com-
prise (1) the education of the children, (2) the management of ser-
vants (their customs, services, and duties), (3) the keeping of ac-
counts so as to economize, and (4) the receiving of income. As
regards the first point, we have already given his views as to why
the mothers, not the teachers in convents, should educate the chil-
dren. In speaking of the management of servants, our author ex-
plains in detail the care a mistress should exercise in choosing
and guiding her servants. She should have a firm and mature but
experimental mind to be a good mistress. Especially should she
know how her housework should be done so as to guide her servants
better. She should also visit factories and see how her household
articles are made. Every woman should be inspired with a love of
cleanliness and a disgust for a poorly kept house. Particular care
should be used in choosing religious, honorable servants, for they
influence children profoundly. Children should be taught not to
look on them as animals, but treat them kindly. In the third point
tfenelon stresses the habit of economy. tto woman should disdain it,
but no one should ever go to the other extreme of avarice. In
caring for her accounts, every woman should learn how to receive
revenue and "faire les fermes" in case anything should happen to
her husband.
According to .^e'rielon, the purely mental subjects, as
grammar, law, writin^,arithmetic , history, and language occupy a
lower place. In grammar, pupils should learn only enough to
speak correctly. As to law, they should be taught the principles
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and also the difficulties of justice. They should be carefully
trained to take care of whatever money they may have. As to writin
and reading, they should be trained only until they can do them cor-
rectly. Arithmetical instruction includes only the four elementary
processes and counting, (particularly the latter). The study of
history is a valuable subject with which to replace pernicious
novels and other types of fiction. He feels, too, that foreign
language work of every kind except Latin would lead to the reading
of this evil literature and so he insists they should not be taught.
Poetry and music, unless restrained and freed from emotion, will
also lead to harmful results by exciting the girls too much. Only
very strong-minded girls should be instructed in these "semi-evil"
studies like Latin, poetry and music, for they are the only ones who
would have sense enough to conceal their knowledge. Another im-
portant subject in a girl's education should be design, so that she
may improve her embroidery work. From this we can see that the sub
jects offered by Penelon, (one of the leading educational writers of
his day) were limited and would be looked on with scorn by one of
our pre sent -day feminists.
Perhaps they would have scorned, too, his ideas on the
nature of girls, but many of these were quite sound. Throughout
his book, he urges that girls' love for excitement and novelty be
suppressed, consequently their studies should have no exciting
elements. They should be taught to overcome their vanity by not
making hasty friendships with affected people who are constantly
flattering them. A love for simple clothes should be instilled
in them early. Point out the beauty of a flowing dress, of clean-
liness, and of appropriateness in clothes. Another of their faults
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lies in their eagerness to talk and in their vivacity. Show them
how impolite it is for them to talk so much, particularly on sub-
jects they know nothing about. /hen they do s peak, it should be
shortly, orderly, and precisely. j'alse modesty, undue delicacy,
and affectation of ennui should be carefully turned into commonsense
practical channels. Laziness should never be allowed to grow on a
girl, for it is detrimental to her health and mentality. Then the
most perfect woman in i^enelon's mind is the unceasing worker, fear-
ing God, caring for the poor, managing her household, amassing
riches, and educating her children without any thought or desire
for frivolous pleasures.
In the end J^'enelon sums up all his main ideas in an
interesting letter to a lady of quality. These fundamental prin-
ciples are: (1) that a sensible, Christian mother is a better
teacher than the convent; (2) that a girl should be taught to dis-
dain an affected "bel-esprit" and adornments of mind and body; and
(3) that she should love God and pray to him as a friend.
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IV Mme. de Kaintenon
In Mine, de Maintenon we find the chief exponent of
iTenelon's ideas. In her school at St. Cyr, founded by permission
of Louis XIV for the daughters of impoverished nobles, she developed
his ideas and improved them with some practical conceptions of her
own. Her chief literary contribution to the field of education is
to be found in her letters addressed to the teachers and pupils of
St. Cyr, and in her collected series of articles entitled Instruc -
tions et Entretiens sur l'éducation . Her school was far in advance
of the convents and yet it would never satisfy our present-day ideals
of a school for girls. The pupils entered at the ages of seven to
twelve and remained in school until they were twenty. The work was
divided into four classes, red, green, yellow, and blue, according
to the age and ability of the girls. iî'or each class there were
four teachers who were supposed to supervise the girls constantly.
All girls were required to wear black, have their hair cut off, and
wear no ornaments. They were never permitted to leave the school
without a chaperon and the paternal visits were limited to four a
year. ./hen the parents did come they were allowed to stay only
half an hour and their visit had to be spent in the cold splendor
of the parlor where they were grudgingly left alone with their
daughter
.
Kever were girls to be left alone except in such a
case. For Madame says distinctly: "On ne laissera point les pe-
tites Tilles au parloir seules, ni quand elles sont fort jeunes, ni
quand elles sont plus grandes, sinon a leurs père et mère ." * IJor
*Gompayré p. 342, note.
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did letter writing alleviate this difficulty to any great extent,
for the girls were allowed to write only a few letters which had to
be according to a dry form drawn up by Madame herself. One should
not receive the idea that this school was entirely like a prison;
for Mme. de Llaintenon insisted that the work he made as agreeable as
possible, saying, "Rendez vos recre'ations gaies et libres."* Her
discipline was gentle, and she, like ij'enelon, believed that punish-
ment should be used as little as possible and should never be made
public except in extreme cases. Her sincere love for children re-
lieved the strict religious atmosphere. At first she was very
broad-minded and even went so far as to have Hacine write two re-
ligious plays"** for presentation by the girls. But when she found
that they were becoming vain and coquettish from the admiration
won through these plays, she went to the other extreme and made her
system of education entirely practical with instruction principally
in the secondary subjects. And yet she still kept her idea of
the kind of girls who were to be the final products of St. Cyr.
They were to be either nuns or mothers; good, simple Christians
not devotees; and splendid managers devoted to their families, not
"femmes savantes". As the true foundation of every girl's life
she wished to inculcate the ideals of justice, prudence, temperance,
strength, reserve, submission, kindness, pity, and discretion with-
out false modesty.
Perhaps she forgot too much that a woman's intellectual
powers should be developed as well as her physical. Her selection
*Compayre, p. 343.
"*Esther, Athalie
.
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of studies which is almost as scanty as that of Fenelon, seems to
prove it. She stressed most of all the secondary subjects like
reading, writing, and counting. Profane, worldly works were entire
ly forbidden. Religious works as L'Introduction à la vie Devote
de Saint François de Sales and Confessions de St. Augustin* were
heartily approved of. Corneille' s, Lialherbe's, Boileau's, La
Fontaine's and all but a few of Racine's works were strictly for-
bidden because they excited the girls, gave them false pride and
made them that hated type of a woman, "femme savante w » As to
history, it was reduced to a light mixture of facts so that the
girls would not confuse the rulers of the different countries with
those of France. Le questionnaire d'histoire de France et d'his -
toire romaine by l'abbé Le Ragois was listed among the eligibles.
Ancient History was barred because she did not want anything which
might "élevé l'esprit". From t/iis we can see how entirely Lime,
de Maintenon as well as Fenelon was opposed to any intellectual
freedom in women.
Their instinctive faults, however, were well known
*0thers were nouveau Testament ; L 1 imitation , the pious works of
Louis de Grenade, of Alphonse Rodriguez, and of Fenelon; little
recitations, moral conversations and proverbs by Mme. de Liai ntenon
herself; edifying stories of L'Abbé Choisy; religious poetry,
Es the r and Athalie , four 'cantiques spirituels" de Racine;
Jonathas , L' Absalon , and La Le bora de Duché* ; La Judith and le
jepthe de l'abbé' Boyer; Les Stances Chrétiennes de L'abbe Testu
and a few other works of the same type. - Jacquinet, Intro. LXV.

to Fenelon and Lime, de Maint enon and they "both strove to counteract
them. Pride was a fault which they both denounced bitterly,
//hen the girls even praised themselves for their future life as a
nun, Madame was very much troubled and endeavored to overcome it
by instilling true religion in their heart. Love of glory and
pride in ancestry were equally intolerable to her. She tried to
overcome their false pride in practical matters by showing them that
it was not at all beneath them to learn housework from their ser-
vants, for work was a characteristic of every station in life.
False modesty which forbade a girl to talk of natural, everyday
matters wae denounced as well. She stressed simplicity in dress,
letter writing, speaking, and above all in religion.
For this last named holds as high a place in her mind
as in that of Fenelon. She, as well as he, admired religiousness
without religiosity. Excess of any sort and especially in re-
ligion, as too much penance, long prayers, and tiresomely long ser-
mons, were displeasing to her, and she always required the priests
and teachers to make such sermons, prayers, and penance very short
but edifying. She desired to inculcate in her students solid,
upright piety full of moderation and based on a religion in which
everything was reported to God and Providence.
in instructing her teachers many of her valuable hints
were directed toward that end. She advised them always to be im-
placable in punishing vice either by shame or other forms of chas-
tisment. ,/orking through the instincts of the girls they should
inspire them with a love of virtue and a horror of vice. They
were to make them fear naught but sin and not even that without
first giving them the reasons for it. Lies and vice were never
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to be pardoned. Nor was here, one of those negative types of
Christianity where the child was carefully protected from all evil.
She advises her teachers to let the girls have their own way from
time to time so that their spirit may not be broken and so that they
may learn to distinguish good from evil and deny it firmly. Their
faults should not merely be pointed out but should be fought against
All the ideals of honor, probity, discretion, generosity, and human-
ity were to be taught by amusing little stories, which should never
be untrue. They should be given guiding principles by which to
live. Nor does she believe that talks to the girls are sufficient
but the whole life of the teacher must serve them as an example.
Consequently, they were to be circumspect in speech, never cross,
never overly critical, never partial except for merit and virtue,
modest, uncompromising in necessary punishment, patient, never
promising anything they did not give, always sweet with repressed
temper and feelings, and above all admired and esteemed by their
pupils. Never were they to make their authority feared in time of
play but were to enter into the games, not in an infantile manner
but in such a way as to bring the girls up to their level. They
were to forget themselves, never seek glory, give- up all eloquence
and seek only to make themselves understood so that the girls'
reasoning powers might be developed. But above all were the
teachers to study each individual child and then lead them accord-
ing to their nature, striving not to crush their spirit. This idea
which is often thought to be a development only of modern time,
surprises us coming from the Seventeenth Century.
Besides all these duties, the teachers were to teach
the girls carefully so that they might not become too "savante".
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They were not to "be allowed to talk too much; for "Il n'y a rien
de si mauvais à une jeune fille que de parler beaucoup".* Too
much reading was equally condemned and she advised thus, "il faut
leur prêcher les devoirs de la famille, l'obéissance pour le mari,
le soin des enfants" for "la lecture fait plus de mal que de bien
aux jeunes filles les livres font de beaux esprits et
excitent une curiosité insatiable".** The reason that £adame gave
for this strictness was that she believed such knowledge to be above
the station of these girls and that it would cause them to become
discontented with their place in the world. She knew that these
girls were having a better education than they would have had at
home and she did not want them to be entirely out of keeping with it
when they returned. She herself shows us clearly just how valuable
was the education at St. Cyr. "Vous avez ici un grand bien, qui
est l'éducation. Les pauvres demoiselles qui sont dans le monde
n'ont pas le même bonheur, et la misère est si grande présentement
dans la noblesse, qu'un père fait sa servante de sa fille, ne lui
demandant pas autre chose que de mettre la viande au pot, et n'a
pas le temps de lui apprendre la moindre chose ce qui fait qu'elles
ont mille défauts."***
Although this fear of over educating her pupils was
ever with her, she sought to overcome the danger by advocating and
insisting on a strong doctrine of work. Like Garlyle she believed
that human happiness and contentment lay therein. She said once;
*Compayre, p. 347.
**Compayre\ p. 345-346.
"
'
; Jac quinet , p. 332.
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"Apprenez -leur à être extrêmement sobres sur la lecture et à lui
préférer toujours le travail des mains". She saw in manual labor
a moral as well as a mental resource, a guarantee against sin. Con-
sequently the girls were required to make beds, sweep, and engage
in other domestic duties. She did this to keep them out of mis-
chief; for she said "Le travail calme les passions, occupe l'esprit
et ne lui laisse pas le temps de penser au mal". She also saw in
work a remedy for the laziness and "mollesse" of the times. Like
J^enelon she heartily condemned this social evil. Her thoughts on
the subject are clear and well expressed, "On parla de la mollesse
qui règne présentement dans le monde. Lime, nous dit qu'on la
porte si loin que les jeunes personnes mêmes ne veulent pas se don-
ner la moindre peine pour se procurer un divertissement; qu'on ne
connaît pas l'usage des plaisirs de l'esprit; qu'on ne pense qu'à
manger et se mettre a son aise; que les femmes passent la journée
en robe de chambre, couchées dans une grande chaise, sans aucune
occupation, sans conversation, sans lecture; que tout est bon
pourvu qu'on soit en repos."* Physical labor as sweeping, combing
one's hair, dusting, and other types of work v/ere strongly endorsed
by her. She loved that old maxim, "Le plus grand plaisir est d'en
pouvoir faire".
Of course one must understand that Madame ' s ideas were
not limited to those mentioned above. They are simply the out-
standing features of her system of education. One can see by
these, however, that she had some sane, healthy ideals despite her
strictness and her over emphasis on religion. Lavalle^* said
*Jacouinet, p. 347.
Hansen, p. 9.
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she was the most perfect teacher who ever lived. ,/e rather doubt
such a sweeping statement and yet we must admit that she, like Fene-
lon, was well in advance of her time.
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V Minor Writers
Port Royal, (Mere Agnes Arnauld, Jacqueline Pascal),
L'Abbé* Pleury, Poulin de la iiarre , Lime, de Sevigné', Lime, de Lambert.
Before concluding this article, let us consider some
of the minor French educational writers of the Seventeenth Century.
Although many of them held views in common with Fenelon, LIolière,
and Mme. de Maintenon, it is of interest to note their presentation.
Perhaps the group of Jansenists around Port-Royal, with such repre-
sentatives as Lièvre Agnès Arnauld and Jacqueline Pascal, was the most
severe in all Prance in regard to girls' education. Mere Agnes Arn-
auld in her Constitutions du monastère de Port-Royal du Saint Sacre -
ment gives us some interesting details about the school and its man-
agement. Since their resources were limited, only twelve little
girls under ten years were admitted. There were of course many old-
er girls, who required less care. The children stayed in school un-
til they were sixteen years old, and longer if they were orphans (as
was most often the case, for the sisters preferred orphans of three or
four years). They lived in a separate apartment from the nuns, under
the direction of a mistress assisted by the Sisters. For Mere Agnès
has said that to her "On donnera des aides pour leur enseigner à lire,
à écrire, à travailler en linge et à d'autres ouvrages utxles et non
de ceux qui ne servent qu'à la vanité."* These sisters were con-
stantly urged to be like mothers to the girls but were never allowed
to caress them or to be familiar with them. The dominant note
at Port-Royal was religiosity full of prayer and incessant supervis-
ion. Jacqueline Pascal in her aeftxement pour les enfants brings it
out more clearly. In the first part of this article she has a de-
*Compayre, p. 274.
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tailed schedule for a day (a week day, not a festival day). The
girls were expected to rise from 4 to 5, depending on their age, pray,
comb their hair and dress in absolute silence, pray once more (at
"Prime"), ma.ce their beds, breakfast, work, attend mass, write (let-
ters or whatever they wished), sing (by note), pray, and dine. Their
afternoons were passed in recreation, prayer, telling their faults
(quarter of an hour), instruction on the Catechism and on Christian
virtues, reading (religious books), lunch at 3:39 for the little ones,
prayer for the big ones at four, and supper. Then came evening re-
creation, prayers, and bed at 8:15. In this list of duties we find
many admonitions as to absolute silence, haste in dressing so as to
avoid love of adornment, care in speech, particularly on forbidden
subjects (liKe meals, the faults of the Sisters, and so on), the
forming of friendships (which was never allowed), rising early, self-
penitence in the choice of unpleasant work and food, and others
equally important. festival days were about the same except that
more time was allowed for devotion and arithmetic was taught as a
recreation. A carefully worked out list of 25 prayers for morning
and evening was drawn up to be memorized by the girls. The second
part of this Règlement is devoted to advice to teachers on their own
conduct, on topics of conversation both general and individual, on
the variety and form of penance to be inflicted on the girls, on con-
fession, communion, confirmation, prayer, the choice* and manner of
reading, and their conduct in the time of illness. The author par-
ticularly stresses supervision: never were the girls to be left
*Books to be read L'Imitation de Jesus Christ , Grenade , La Philothee ,
Saint Jean Climaque , La tradition de l'Eglise , Les Lettres de M. de .
Sai nt-Cyran , La Théologie familière , (continued on next page)
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alone or in groups; never allowed to have girlish friendships; but
always to be subdued and silent. Simplicity was also stressed.
The girls were not forced to attend church (except Mass) for fear it
would make them hypocritical, and they were never tempted to do any-
thing by having it suggested as forbidden. As to punishment, the
teacher was to make sure who had done the wrong, punish her and then
ask why. Thus the desire to lie was done away with. Sometimes we
find a note of tenderness in Jacqueline when she urges the nuns to
love their charges, to see that they are well covered in winter and
that they eat plenty. But as Compayre* says, "De ces deux termes
'rigueur 1 et 'amour' c'est le premier qui semble avoir domine dans
les écoles de filles à Port-Royal".
L'ADbe Pleury, an educational writer and a collaborator
of Penelon in the mission of Saintonge and later in the education of
the Duke de Bourgogne, wrote an article entitled Traité^ du choix et
de la méthode des etudes . It was designed principally for the
education of boys. Llany of his ideas, however, might be followed
in that of girls. He seems to hold them (girls) in low esteem, and
quite a few of his remarks (as the one referred to in Part I of this
article) serve to bring this out. As for instance in reference to
Latin "Les gens d'epee, les financiers, les marchands et la plupart
des femmes peuvent se passer de latin".** In reference to a young
Les I.Iaximes Chrétiennes qui sont dans les Heures, La Lettre d'un pere
chartreux traduite depuis peu, les Lie dit at ions de Sainte Thérèse sur
lé Pater also some Lettres de Saint Jerome de 1' Aumône Chrétienne
etc. IJone but Heures , Théologie familière , Paroles de notre Seig -
neur , Une Imitation de Jésus-Christ and a French or Latin psalter to
be in the hands of the girls. (* and ** see bottom of next page.)
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man just out of college he says, "Il lui reste quelques principes de
grammaire qui font que, s'il y veut penser, il peut écrire plus
correctement qu'une femme". *** He does see the wrong done to women
in respect to education for he says, "Il n'est pas juste que les
pauvres, les artisans, les femmes
,
qui ont de la raison comme les
autres, demeurent sans instruction".****
Another exponent of the feminine sex was found, for a
time, in Poulain de la .barre. He wrote a very just, unprejudiced
article entitled Discours de 1 ' égalité' des deux sexes (1673) , in
which he showed that women were mentally and socially the equals of
men, and that they were capable of choosing any vocation and occupy-
ing any position held by man, not excluding the Church, the Army, and
the Law. He attributed the inequality usually observed in their
education to two causes; "first, the prejudice of the vulgar who are
incessantly making mistakes , and secondly, the desire of the learned
to keep their secrets to themselves, in fact to remain a close soc-
iety."^ He cannot understand why people should be surprised at
woman's desire for education since it is the greatest of all joys.
All the faults of women, their chatter, their unreliability, their
meanness, their cunning, their vanity and so on, he lays at the door
of poor education. The Classics are not essential, however, for he
*P. 274.
**Compayre', p. 382.
***Ibid. 374.
****Ibid. 376-377.
^Hodgson, p. 190.
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Bays - "Notre langue nous fournissant, en prose et en vers, tout ce
que l'on peut souhaiter de plus beau pour la perfection de l'esprit."*
He suggested the establishment of a training college for women,
planned its curriculum, dre\* r up a list of volumes for a library, and
then, six sears later, refuted it all in another treatise, "De I 1 ex-
cellence des hommes contre l'Egalité des Sexes" (1679). Though his
first article had some good points it was not at all an attempt to
solve the problems of the day but a mere fantasy of Poulin's brain,
probably written out of mere gallantry.
From Pou3*ii de la Barre to Lime, de Sevigne" is a far
cry, for in her we find all the worthwhile, commonsense ideals of a
highly educated woman. She believed strongly in the efficacy of
reading good books. In her letters to her daughter, îvlme. de Grig-
nan) She urged her to let Pauline (the granddaughter) read the works
of Corneille, Ovid, Tasso, Guarini , Molière, Boileau, iiicole, and
Voiture. She considered her too young for such authors as Rabelais,
Montaigne, and Charron. Madame herself read all books both new and
old, and enjoyed very much her study of Latin and Italian, in the
latter of which both her daughter and granddaughter were trained.
She felt that reading not only helped the mind but aided conversation.
Good speech, however, was not sufficient and could never make up for
poor writing. Heading and conversation, she thought would supply
a sufficient moral education to children, for she said, "La vraie
morale de son 'age c'est celle qu'on apprend dans les bonnes conver-
sations, dans les fables, dans les histoires par exemple; je crois
que c'est assez". ** Her whole educational system lay in leading the
* Ibid, p. 191.
** Hansen, p. 39.
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child gently and patiently through reasoning and not by force into
the right path. "Mcht durch Strafe, sondern durch Milde soli das
Lladchen wieder auf den rechten We g gefûhrt werden."* And this duty
she felt to be the mother's, not the convent's, for she pleads with
her daughter to keep Pauline with her in spite of the child's violent
temper -- "Ahl ma fille gardez-la auprès de vous; ne croyez point
qu'un couvent puisse redresser une éducation, ni sur le sujet de la
religion que nos soeurs ne savent guère ni sur les autres choses.
Vous ferez bien mieux à Grignan, quand vous aurez le temps à vou
appliquer. Vous lui ferez lire de bons livres, l'Abbadie même, puis
qu'elle a de l'esprit; vous causerez avec elle; Ms. de la Garde
vous aidera; je 'suis persuadée que cela vaudra mieux qu'un couvent."'
The most perfect education to her was that given by a mother who was
in complete understanding with her daughter not at all a tyrant.
Such a mother as would say of her daughter, "Je la ferais travailler,
lire de bonnes choses, mais point trop simples; je raisonnerais avec
elle, je verrais de quoi elle est capbable, je lui parlerais avec
confiance".** All "die Schwache der J?rau scheint ihr nur ein
Résultat der verweichlichenden jLrziehung: 'comme les femmes ont per-
mission d"e*tre faibles, elles se servent sans scrupule de leur priv-
ilège; et comme on dit sans cesse aux hommes qu'ils ne sont estimables
qu'autant qu'ils aiment la gloire, ils portent là toutes leurs
pensées et cela forme toute la bravoure française plus ou moins
selon leurs temperaments".^ Consequently "sie wollte fur die
*Ibid. 28.
^Ibid. 26.
**Hansen, p. 29.
~Ibid. 22.
Ir *
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Frau die gleiche geistige Bildung wie fur den Ilanri'. * From this we
can gain an idea of what private education, at its "best, must have
been in the Seventeenth Century.
At the beginning of the eighteenth Century we find in
Lime, de Lambert, an educational writer who suras up all the best of
the Seventeenth Century ideals and looks forward towards those of the
future. In her books, Avis d'une Mere à son fils et à sa fille
and Réflexions nouvelles sur les femmes might be found many ideals
and ideas worthy of a more modern writer.
Ibid. 24.
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. VI conclusion
As a whole , however , the educational ideals of both the
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries were naturally behind our new
fashioned beliefs and practices. Yet we are amazed to think: that in
the Seventeenth Century "there was hardly a woman in the politest
nations of Europe who could write a tolerable letter in her rative
tongue or even spell the words with decent propriety".* </hen
Florence Kavenal confirms it, however, by this forceful statement,
"The systematic education is not has never been, in the French
tradition; and in the Seventeenth Century the orthography and punc-
tuation of even queens and princesses made correspondence with them
a painful honour, though as the great ladies rarely opened a book
themselves they were not reminded unpleasantly of their own eccen-
tricities of style,"** we are forced to believe it. Their reading
was limited, also, to a few recipes of cookery and medicine, some
chivalrous romances of intolerable length, and a number of theologi-
cal works. The remainder of their time was spent in futile em-
broidery, dancing, drawing, studying music and dressing. By a com-
parison of these Seventeenth Century ideals with those of today,
one can get an idea of the rapid strides which civilization has made
in the past three hundred years and which, it is still making with
respect to education of women.
*IIicole, p. 47.
**3avenal, p. 122.
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